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 Tom tells readers about all of the ways he is able to be helped and
supported by those around him.This illustrated book is ideally fitted to
readers aged 7 and upwards, and will be an excellent way to increase
understanding about autism, in the classroom or at home.Meet Tom - a
young boy with autism. Tom invites readers to understand about autism
from his perspective, supporting them to comprehend what it is and
explaining the issues he faces with issues such as social conversation,
sensory overload and adjustments in his routine. In addition, it
includes clear, useful info for parents and experts.
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Finally! A publication for all kids that explains autism! good simple
guide An excellent intro to autism for those not really acquainted with
the syndrome. If you have a kid on the spectrum, you will need this book
This is among the ARC's I've read that I'd want to purchase for my own
library. It's great these books exist, nonetheless it would be nice if
there was one with a girl so that women on the spectrum and their
friends/classmates could relate better. The parent's section at the end
with tips is pretty great, as well - I really like how they show parents
to make use of visual schedules and interpersonal stories! It's
irritating, and I'm so glad I finally discovered one which doesn't! This
one has specific examples, but makes sure to state that not all kids
have that same knowledge. I'm going to be loaning this to other families
to use as they explain autism with their children on the spectrum. Most
other autism related books discuss things very specific to one kid - and
make it appear to be all autistic people are this way. :) But to be
honest, I'd buy it for the kids section alone.. I'll have to buy a
supplementary publication to achieve that.This book is for a somewhat
older crowd, I'd say best for a long time 7 or more, but if you're
looking a book for younger kids I'd recommend "Autism Is. The one thing
I would have liked is normally if there were something in the kid's
section about the strengths of autistic people, to have something to
make the kids feel positive about who they are..? I especially
appreciate the resources in the rear of the reserve. That book gets the
added bonus of discussing strengths for kids on the spectrum, that is
great! I got this to greatly help me better understand autism I am a
youth and children's minister with a couple of children with autism
involved in the church. I acquired this to greatly help me better
understand autism, but also help invite various other children to learn
it to help them better understand the kids with autism at the church
(and just existence generally). This book puts important elements in
easy to understand ways and would be a great reference for anybody. I
love the best way to book is broken down into specific topics, rendering
it an easy point to read pieces of as I need a refresher." which also
explains autism in an over-all way most all kids on the spectrum can
relate to. This is a great reserve for adults and kids. This is an
extremely good book. But please This is an extremely good book. Child
friendly and could be beneficial to share with kids which have a
classmate with autism. discusses what it's like to end up being autistic
in a youngster friendly way - but here's the matter that sets it apart -
in a manner that acknowledges that don't assume all child is similar to
that! It couldn't really keep my interest but its only because I wanted
something different and almost nothing will keep my attention. Helpful
Helpful. Ive read that one and some others for some kids and they often
request why I'm reading a publication about boys to them when it's my
daughter which has autism. I have searched through I have no idea Just
how many kids books searching for one such as this. But please, for the



appreciate of pete, could somebody write among these asperger or autism
books with a GIRL as the main focus? Five Stars Exceptional tool for a
school social worker. Can I tell you about Autism? I must say i liked
the easy, straightforward format and how points just made sense as I was
reading it. Therefore many books on autism make my eyes glaze over in
boredom, but that one perked me up and also taught me a thing or two
about how exactly my son's brain procedures things. Very useful for
friends Bought this for my autistic kid to take to school and share with
his new classmates, it was very helpful. Definitely recommended to
anyone attempting to learn more about autism or to those with a child on
the spectrum.
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